2007 Infiniti G35 Coupe For Sale In Nj
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Used cars for sale in New York City, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, Staten

2014 Infiniti Q50 4dr Sdn Premium RWD $30,000, Black

2007 Infiniti G35 Coupe

Search 59656 listings to find the best Newark, NJ deals. 2007 Infiniti G35 Gray

Description: Used 2005 Silver Infiniti G35 Coupe 6MT with heated seats.

Search Infiniti, Used Cars in Teterboro to find the best deals from a Infiniti dealer at JP Motors 2007 Infiniti G35 Base 2dr Coupe (3.5L V6 5A), (Stk #:8277). Beautiful Infiniti G35 coupe for sale. Priced Right! This G35 has it all, push to start, 2007 Infiniti G35 Base 2dr Coupe (3.5L V6 5A). Price: SOLD! 78,000 miles.


Find used Infiniti G35 cars on Autotrader. Search for a used Infiniti G35 in or near your city or other major cities.
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Used 2008 Infiniti G37, from Ramsey Corp. in West Milford, NJ, 07480. When Infiniti's first G35 coupe stormed onto the scene in 2002, it proved a worthy alternative to BMW's 3 Series ? the best Infiniti G37s hit dealerships in August 2007.